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The microstructural details and phase evolution of the as-cast and annealed Mg88Co5Y7(at.%) alloys were
characterized by means of electron microscopies. Two new crystalline phases were revealed in the Mg–
Co–Y alloys. They are hexagonal with composition of about Mg70-73Co5Y22-25 (Mg3(Co,Y)) (a = 1.04 nm,
c = 2.25 nm, P63/mmc) and face-centered cubic with a composition of about Mg15Y21Co64 (MgYCo4)
(a = 0.707 nm, F�43m), isostructural to MgSnCu4. In addition, a new crystallographic orientation relation-
ship between Mg and Mg24Y5 has been observed.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Intermetallic magnesium compounds play a very important role
in precipitation hardening [1–3] in lightweight structural materials
and in hydrogen storage applications [4–6], which stimulates the
intensive study of structure, crystal chemistry and mechanical prop-
erties in the ternary alloys of magnesium (Mg)–transition metal
(TM)–rare earth metal (RE) [7–10]. Recently, Inoue et al. reported
that mechanical properties of magnesium-based alloys Mg97Y2Zn1(-
at.%) with long period stacking ordered (LPSO) structures exhibit sig-
nificant improvement both at room temperature and elevated
temperatures [11]. Detailed structure investigations indicated the
formation of four types of LPSO structures (10H, 14H, 18R and
24R) in the Mg–Zn–Y alloys [12–14]. More recently, new polytypes
of LPSO structures of 15R, 12H and 21R was observed in as-cast
Mg–Co–Y alloys. In contrast to the LPSO structures in Mg–Zn–Y al-
loys, the new polytypes of LPSO structures consist of a structural unit
of AB0C-type trilayer stacking in the stacking sequence of the close-
packed atomic layers [15]. Nevertheless, the microstructural details
and phase evolution (e.g. LPSO structures) in the Mg–Co–Y alloys
upon annealing were still not established.

In the present work, we studied the microstructural properties
of the Mg88Co5Y7 alloys by means of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Phase evolution of LPSO
structures in the course of heat treatment was established. In addi-
tion, two phases of Mg3(Co,Y) and MgYCo4 were identified as a
hexagonal and a face-centered cubic, respectively. In the annealed
Mg88Co5Y7 alloys, a new orientation relationship between Mg and
Mg24Y5(b) was determined, (0001)Mg//(1 1 0)b and [11 �20]Mg//
[110]b.

2. Experimental procedures

A ternary alloy with a nominal composition Mg88Co5Y7(at.%)
was prepared by melting the high purity pure Mg, Co and Mg–
30 wt.%Y master alloys in a graphite crucible under protection of
ultrahigh purity argon atmosphere in a high frequency induction
melting furnace, and then cooled down to the room temperature
under the argon atmosphere in the furnace. Several small pieces
were cut from the as-cast ingot, and sealed in quartz tube filled
with argon, then annealed at 673 K for 16 h and at 773 K for
10 h, respectively, followed by water quenching.

The microstructural properties of the samples were examined
by SEM, TEM and STEM. The volume fraction of phases on SEM
images was evaluated by image analysis software (SISC-IAS). Se-
lected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were recorded in
a JEOL JEM2100 microscope. The local chemical composition was
measured in a scanning electron microscope and a Tecnai G2 F30
microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
detector. Atomic resolution high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)
images were obtained in a JEM ARM200F microscope equipped
with a probe corrector, operated at 200 kV. The probe convergence
semi-angle was 25 mrad and the inner collection angle of the
HAADF detector was 90 mrad. Thin foils for TEM and STEM obser-
vations were prepared by grinding, polishing, dimpling and Ar ion
milling.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure and morphology evolution of Mg88Co5Y7 alloy
during heat treatment

Fig. 1a–c shows back-scattered electron (BSE) SEM images of
the as-cast alloy, the alloys annealed at 673 K for 16 h and at
773 K for 10 h, respectively. Under the BSE-SEM imaging condi-
tions, the phases with different compositions can be imaged as dif-
ferent (greyscale) contrast. In Fig. 1a–c, a phase with chemical
composition of Mg15Y21Co64 shows the brightest contrast. We refer
this phase as MgYCo4. A phase shows brighter contrast with chem-
ical composition of Mg70-73Co5Y22-25, namely, Mg3(Co,Y). Mg24Y5

phase presents bright contrast, LPSO grey contrast and the Mg ma-
trix dark contrast. In the as-cast samples shown in Fig. 1a, the vol-
ume fraction of Mg, LPSO, Mg3(Co,Y) and Mg24Y5 is about 65.1%,
27.7%, 4.3% and 0.9%, respectively. MgYCo4 phase appears within
the Mg matrix and its volume fraction is about 2.0%.

After annealing at 673 K for 16 h, the volume fraction of MgYCo4

and Mg24Y5 increases to about 3.2% and 8.2%, respectively. In
Fig. 1. Back-scattered electron (BSE) images of the Mg88Co5Y7 alloy: (a) as-cast, (b)
annealed at 673 K for 16 h and (c) annealed at 773 K for 10 h, respectively. The Mg
matrix shows dark contrast, the LPSO light grey contrast, the Mg24Y5 phase grey
contrast, the Mg3(Co,Y) brighter contrast and the MgYCo4 the brightest contrast.
contrast, the volume fraction of Mg3(Co,Y) decreases to about
1.5%. For Mg24Y5 phase, two types of morphology of either irregu-
lar or plate-like appear after annealing. The Mg24Y5 phase with
plate-like morphology distributes mainly in the LPSO. The solubil-
ity of Y in the Mg matrix decreases from 3.4% in the as-cast sam-
ples to 2.0% in the annealed samples at 673 K.

After annealing at 773 K for 10 h, the volume fraction of Mg24Y5

phase with irregular morphology increases to about 11.4% and
Mg24Y5 phase with plate-like morphology disappears. The volume
fraction of MgYCo4 phase is about 3.4% and Mg3(Co,Y) phase is
completely melted at this temperature. The LPSO structures with
very small amount still exist at this temperature. The solubility
of Co in Mg24Y5 and Mg is very limited, which seems independent
of heat treatment. It is necessary to mention that the annealing
duration is quite short for our samples to avoid some serious oxi-
dation problems. As a consequence, the phase equilibrium in the
annealed samples was not completely obtained, e.g. the existence
of more than three phases in Fig. 1b and c.

3.2. Intermetallic phases

3.2.1. LPSO
15R-, 12H-, 21R- and 18R-typed LPSO structures were observed

in the as-cast Mg88Co5Y7 alloy [15]. After annealing at 673 K for
16 h, these four types of LPSO structures still exist in the annealed
alloy and the 15R- and 12H-typed LPSO structures are in the
majority confirmed by TEM observations. Nevertheless, after
annealing at 773 K for 10 h, only 18R-typed LPSO structure re-
mains. Our HAADF-STEM investigation indicates that for the
15R-, 12H-, 21R- and 18R-typed LPSO structures there is no struc-
tural difference between the as-cast and the annealed alloys.

3.2.2. Mg3(Co,Y)
Fig. 2a shows a low-magnification TEM image of the as-cast

Mg88Co5Y7 alloy. Mg3(Co,Y) phase with dark contrast adjoins LPSO
and Mg24Y5 distributed in the Mg matrix, which consists to the
microstructure in Fig. 1a. The chemical composition of Mg3(Co,Y)
phase is in a range of Mg70Co5Y25–Mg73Co5Y22 measured by EDX
in TEM mode. We noted that the chemical composition of
Mg3(Co,Y) phase is affected by its neighboring phases. Mg3(Co,Y)
phase adjacent to the Mg matrix has higher Mg content and adja-
cent to the Mg24Y5 has higher Y content. The interdiffusion
between Mg3(Co,Y) phase and its neighboring phases may occur
during the heat treatment of the alloys. The SAED patterns of main
zone axis of Mg3(Co,Y) were shown in Fig. 2b–d, respectively. The
diffraction spots in the SAED pattern in Fig. 2b exhibit a three- or
sixfold symmetry. The SAED pattern in Fig. 2c was obtained from
Fig. 2d by large-angle tilting experiments and the tilted angle
between Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d is 30�. Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d could not
be indexed satisfactorily in a cubic structure. Assuming that
Mg3(Co,Y) phase is a hexagonal, Fig. 2b–d can be well indexed as
[0001], [11 �20] and [1 1 0 0] zone axis, respectively. The lattice
parameters of Mg3(Co,Y) phase are a = 1.04 nm and c = 2.25 nm,
calculated from the SAED patterns.

In Fig. 2c, the 000l spots with l = odd are rather weak but still
discernible, indicated by a pair of horizontal arrows. Fig. 2e shows
a typical high-resolution HAADF image of Mg3(Co,Y) phase, re-
corded along its [11 �20] zone axis. The insert in Fig. 2e is the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) pattern of the HAADF image of Mg3(Co,Y)
phase. It is clearly that the 000l spots with l = odd in the FFT pat-
tern are extinctions, which indicates that a 63 screw axis is parallel
to [0001] zone axis and weak contrast of the 000l spots with
l = odd showing in Fig. 2c results from the double diffraction.

Based on the SAED patterns in Fig. 2b–d, the reflection condi-
tions for the occurrence of diffraction spots are summarized as fol-
lows: 000l: l = 2n; hh2hl:l = 2n and �hh0l: l = integer. Thus, the



Fig. 2. (a) A low-magnification TEM image of the as-cast Mg88Co5Y7 alloy, showing the coexistence of Mg3(Co,Y) with LPSO structures, Mg24Y5 and Mg. SAED patterns of the
Mg3(Co,Y) phase taken with the incident beam parallel to (b) [0001], (c) [11 �20] and (d) [1 �1 0 0] zone axis, respectively. (e) An atomic-resolution HAADF image of Mg3(Co,Y)
phase, recorded along [11 �20] zone axis. The insert is its FFT pattern showing the extinctions of 000l spots with l = odd.

Table 1
Diffraction group(s) and whole pattern (WP) symmetry of the possible point groups.

Point
group

[0001] [UV.0]

Diffraction
group

WP
symmetry

Diffraction
group

WP
symmetry

6/mmm 6mm1R 6mm 2RmmR m
�6m2 3m1R 3m m m
6mm 6mm 6mm mR 1

Fig. 3. CBED patterns of Mg3(Co,Y) taken along (a) [0001] and (b) [UV.0] zone axis
slight away from [11 �20] zone axis, respectively. The whole pattern in (a) shows not
only a sixfold rotational symmetry but also two independent mirror planes (m1 and
m2), in (b) shows a mirror plane perpendicular to [0001] direction.
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possible space group is P63mc, P�62c and P63/mmc, which belongs to
point group of 6mm, �6m2 (�62m) and 6/mmm, respectively [16].
According to the diffraction group and whole pattern of 6/mmm,
�6m2 (�62m) and 6mm from [0001] and [UV.0] shown in Table 1,
the point group of Mg3(Co,Y) phase can be determined by obtain-
ing the whole pattern from [0001] and [UV.0] zone axis,
respectively.

To further determine the point group of Mg3(Co,Y) phase, a
microanalytical technique of convergent beam electron diffraction
(CBED) was performed on our samples. Fig. 3a and b are the CBED
patterns obtained from small specimen regions by a convergent
beam of electrons along [0001] zone axis and [UV.0] zone axis
(slight away from [11 �20] zone axis), respectively. The analysis of
the symmetry in Fig. 3a reveals that Mg3(Co,Y) phase has a sixfold
rotational symmetry and two independent mirror planes of M1
and M2. It means that the whole pattern symmetry of Mg3(Co,Y)
has 6 mm symmetry along [0001] zone axis. Fig. 3b shows the
whole pattern of Mg3(Co,Y) obtained from [UV.0] zone axis, indi-
cating a mirror plane perpendicular to [0001] direction. Therefore,
according to the data in Table 1, the point group can be derived as
6/mmm and the space group as P63/mmc for Mg3(Co,Y) phase. It is
noted that no binary phase related to the Mg3(Co,Y) phase was re-
ported in the system of Mg–Co and Mg–Y. No apparent orientation
relationship between Mg3(Co,Y) phase with other intermetallic
phases was observed in our work.

3.2.3. MgYCo4

Recently, a ternary phase of CoMgY4 was reported in the Mg–
Co–Y system, which is isomorphous with the Gd4RhIn structure
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(space group F�43m) [17]. This phase was not found in our samples
in the course of SEM/TEM observations. Instead, a ternary phase of
MgYCo4 with chemical composition of about Mg15Y21Co64 was
observed.

Fig. 4a is a low-magnification TEM image showing the coexis-
tence of MgYCo4 phase with with Mg. No orientation relationship
between these two phases was detected. In some cases, the con-
trast variation in MgYCo4 grains was visible, which comes from
the existence of planar defects (e.g. twin) in the crystal. A represen-
tative EDX spectrum recorded from the MgYCo4 phase was shown
in Fig. 4b. The SAED patterns of the main zone axis of MgYCo4 were
presented in Fig. 4c–e, obtained by large-angle tilting experiments
in TEM, which can be indexed as zone axis of [100], [110] and
[111] of a face-centered cubic, respectively. The lattice parameter
of MgYCo4 phase was measured to be a = 0.707 nm.

It is known that in the Mg–Ni–Y systems, a ternary phase of
MgYNi4 (a = 0.71853 nm) isomorphous with MgSnCu4 was re-
ported (space group F�43m) [18]. MgYCo4 phase might also be iso-
morphous with the MgSnCu4 structure.

3.3. Orientation relationship between Mg24Y5(b) and Mg

Mg24Y5(b) has a body-centered cubic structure with lattice
parameter of a = 1.1204 nm [19]. In the Mg–Y system, an orienta-
tion relationship between b and Mg have been determined,
(0001)Mg//(011)b and [11 �20]Mg//[1 �11]b [20], which is also the
overwhelming majority of orientation relationship between b and
Mg in the Mg–Co–Y system.

In addition, another type of orientation relationship between b
and Mg was observed in our TEM observations. Fig. 5a is a
Fig. 4. (a) A low-magnification TEM image of the as-cast Mg88Co5Y7 alloy, showing the co
SAED patterns of MgYCo4 phase, taken with the incident beam parallel to (c) [100], (d)
low-magnification TEM image showing that b phase adjoins with
Mg3(Co,Y) and Mg. The SAED pattern taken along [11 �20] zone axis
of Mg was shown in Fig. 5b, which was obtained by using an aper-
ture covering the b phase and the Mg matrix. Apart from the dif-
fraction spots of Mg, the other diffraction spots in the SAED
pattern can be indexed as b phase viewed along its [110] zone axis.
Indexing the SAED pattern, an orientation relationship between b
and Mg was determined, (0001)Mg//(�110)b and [11 �20]Mg//
[110]b. It is necessary to mention that this type of orientation rela-
tionship between b and Mg was in the minority in our TEM
experiments.

A typical high-resolution TEM lattice image of Mg–b interface
was shown in Fig. 5c, recorded with the incident beam parallel to
the [11 �20]Mg zone axis. The Mg–b interface was indicated by a ver-
tical arrow. It can be seen that the Mg–b interface is atomically
sharp, which can be easily recognized due to the different crystal
structure between Mg and b. Based on the lattice parameter of Mg
(a = 0.3203 nm and c = 0.5197 nm) [21] and b, for orientation rela-
tionship of (0001)Mg//(�110)b and [11 �20]Mg//[110]b between Mg
and b, the lattice mismatch between d�1100(0.2774 nm) for Mg and
d004(0.2801 nm) for b is 0.97%, and between d0002(0.2599 nm) for
Mg and d3

�30(0.2641 nm) for b is 1.62%, respectively.
In comparison, for the orientation relationship of (0001)Mg//

(011)b and [11 �20]Mg//[1 �11]b between b and Mg, the lattice match
between d11

�20(0.1602 nm) for Mg and d4
�44(0.1617) for b is 0.94%,

and between d0002(0.2598 nm) for Mg and d033(0.2641) for b is
1.66%, respectively. We can see that the lattice match between
these two types of orientation relations is comparable, which
may be in favor of their coexistence in Mg–Co–Y. Nevertheless,
the orientation relationship of (0001)Mg//(011)b and [11 �20]Mg//
existence of MgYCo4 and Mg. (b) An EDX spectrum recorded from the MgYCo4 phase
[11 0] and (e) [111] zone axis, respectively.
.



Fig. 5. (a) A low-magnification TEM image of the annealed Mg88Co5Y7 alloy, indicating the coexistence of Mg3(Co,Y), Mg24Y5(b), LPSO and Mg. (b) An SEAD pattern shows the
orientation relationship, (0001)Mg//(�110)b and [11 �20]Mg//[110]b, between Mg and Mg24Y5, taken along [11 �20]Mg zone axis. (c) A high-resolution TEM lattice image of the
Mg–Mg24Y5 interface. The interface was indicated by a vertical arrow.
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[1 �11]b between Mg and b is very great in amount, which implies
that apart from the lattice mismatch, other factors, e.g. interface
structure, may also affect the stability of orientation relationship
in the Mg–Co–Y system.
4. Conclusion

We studied the microstructural properties of the as-cast and
annealed Mg88Co5Y7(at.%) alloys. Apart from LPSO structures, two
intermetallic phases, Mg3(Co,Y) and MgYCo4, were observed in
the as-cast and annealed alloys. The Mg3(Co,Y) phase has a hexag-
onal structure (a = 1.04 nm, c = 2.25 nm, P63/mmc) and the MgYCo4

phase has a face-centered cubic structure (a = 0.707 nm). A new
orientation relationship between Mg and Mg24Y5(b) was deter-
mined to be (0001)Mg//(�110)b and [11 �20]Mg//[110]b.
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